The development of prognostic time to event models is an area of active research, notably in the fields of cardiology, oncology and intensive care medicine. These models try to find a link between patient covariates and an event at a later time point, and are used for example for therapy assignment, risk stratification or interhospital quality assurance. Increasingly, interest is not only in prognostic models with one possible type of event (e.g. death), but in models that distinguish between several competing endpoints. However, research into methods for the evaluation of the prognostic potential of these models is still needed, as most proposed methods measure either discrimination or calibration of models, but do not examine both simultaneously. We adapt the prediction error proposal of Graf et al. (1999) and Gerds and Schumacher (2006) to handle models with more than one possible event type and introduce a consistent estimator. A simulation study investigating the behaviour of the estimator in small sample size situations and for different levels of censoring together with a real data application follows, highlighting the usefulness of the proposed approach for quantifying effects of model misspecification in summary models for a competing risks setting.
Introduction
The development of prognostic time to event models is an area of active research, notably in the fields of cardiology, oncology and intensive care medicine. These models try to find a link between patient covariates and an event at a later time point, and are used for example for therapy assignment, risk stratification or inter-hospital quality assurance.
Increasingly, interest is not only in prognostic models with one possible type of event (e.g. death), but in models that distinguish between several competing endpoints. A prominent example in oncology is the treatment of leukemia with bone marrow transplantation, major endpoints being the recurrence of leukemia, graft versus host disease and death (Andersen and Perme, 2008) . In coronary risk prediction, it has been recognized that especially in elderly populations, the competing event 'death of other causes' needs to be taken into account appropriately -otherwise there is danger to substantially overestimate long term coronary heart disease risk (Wolbers et al., 2009) . There is an ongoing debate whether composite endpoints are still appropriate in times of complex therapy assignments. A recent literature review in clinical oncology (Le Tourneau et al., 2009 ) found a multitude of combined endpoints including, e.g., progression-free survival, distant metastasis-free survival, locoregional relapse-free survival etc.. The medical problems at hand will, as these endpoints exemplarily suggest, usually be more complex than can be addressed by the analysis of time until one potentially combined event type. In a Lancet comment, Cuzick (2008) has criticized using combined endpoints as not being specific enough, potentially leading to 'substantial loss of information'. His criticism explicitly included the endpoint 'time until death', i.e., overall survival, because it lumps together disease-specific death and other causes of death. Overall survival may not be specific enough for good-prognosis diseases. In recent methodological research, this critique has been taken up and increasingly competing risk modelling has been applied.
Prediction from such transition hazard models has been prominently studied, see e.g. Cheng et al. (1998) ; Fine and Gray (1999) ; Shen and Cheng (1999) ; Scheike and Zhang (2003) ; Sun et al. (2006) ; Hyun et al. (2009) 
However, research into methods for the evaluation of the prognostic potential of these models is still needed. In a recent article, Saha and Heagerty (2010) enhance timedependent versions of sensitivity and specificity to handle competing risks. Wolbers et al. (2009) suggest an adapted concordance index C, as well as an adapted D (a measure of prognostic separation in survival data proposed by Royston and Sauerbrei, 2004) .
However, all of these are rather measures of discrimination than measures of predictive accuracy. Rank-based measures such as sensitivity, specificity and the C-Index also cannot distinguish between well and badly calibrated prognostic models, as they are invariant to monotone transformations of predictions. Additionally, common estimators for the C Index suffer from a bias incurred by right-censored event types. This has been recognized and corrected (Gerds et al., 2010) for survival data, but is still missing for competing risks data. Gail and Pfeiffer (2005) give an overview of evaluation criteria (with regard to calibration, discrimination, accuracy and explained variation measures) for competing risk models, but without touching the issue of estimation in the presence of censoring.
One criterion suggested by Gail and Pfeiffer (2005) is the mean squared error of prediction, or expected Brier score (Brier, 1950) , which has also been termed prediction error (Gerds and Schumacher, 2006) . The prediction error is the expected quadratic loss incurred by the difference of observed event status and by the model predicted event probabilities. It can be shown that the prediction error is minimal if and only if the true probabilities are used for prediction. Such prediction error measures are called strictly proper, because they encourage the honesty of the forecaster (the quality of the model resp.) (Dawid, 1986) . The prediction error measures simultaneously both calibration and discrimination (Kohlmann et al., 2009 ) and as such is an unified attempt for an overall inaccuracy measure.
We follow this line of thinking and adapt the prediction error proposal of Graf et al. (1999) and Gerds and Schumacher (2006) to handle models with more than one possible event type. We focus on predictions made in terms of predicted probabilities, as it is known that time point predictions are usually of poor value (Henderson et al., 2001 ).
We will derive adapted prediction error measures in two intuitively plausible ways. The first derivation uses the concept of improper event times e.g. mentioned by Gray (1988) which, at least conceptually, allows straightforward application of the prediction error for only one endpoint. The second derivation utilizes the quadratic loss function tailored to several possible event types. We will show that both approaches lead to the same measure. A consistent estimator for the case of conditionally independent censoring will be introduced that uses a weighting scheme commonly known as IPCW (inverse probability of censoring weighting; Robins et al., 1994) .
In a simulation study, we will investigate the behaviour of the estimator in small sample size situations and for different levels of censoring. Additionally, we will study the effect in prediction error terms when using a misspecified prognostic model. Knowing the true underlying probabilities and thus the minimal prediction error, we can quantify the amount of prediction error due to misspecification. One reason why misspecification of prognostic time to event models in the presence of competing risks is a concern is that the two most frequently used ways of modelling the (sub)distribution of event times with competing risks exclude each other. If one assumes that the data follow a proportional cause-specific hazards model, then a Cox analysis of the subdistribution hazard (Fine and Gray, 1999 ) is misspecified, and vice versa. Grambauer et al. (2010) have studied the least false parameter of such an analysis, see also Klein (2006) for a related discussion. Besides showing that our proposal can quantify the effects of misspecification, this highlights the importance of employing measures that are independent of model assumptions. For example, when the proportionality assumption does not hold, any measures based on the partial log-likelihood will be misguided, while our proposed measure is not affected.
Finally, we will analyse a real data set where competing risks are present. Again, using the proposed measure enables to compare different prognostic models with each other and gives a first insight into which model to prefer and which assumptions are probably misspecified.
Prediction error for survival time data
To be able to adapt the prediction error concept to competing risk data, we will shortly outline the approach for standard survival data. We define a prediction π(s|z) as an estimate of the conditional survival probability P(T > s|Z = z) with T ∈ R + the survival time, Z a vector-valued baseline covariate and s a time point of interest. (As usual, we denote random variables with capital letters and their realisations with lower case letters.) Typically, π(s|z) will be the output of a prognostic model applied to a subject with covariate vector z. Graf et al. (1999) and Gerds and Schumacher (2006) define the prediction error as the expected quadratic loss of prediction π:
While π(s|Z) is the predicted probability that a subject with covariate vector Z will survive time point s, the indicator process I(T > s) denotes the actual survival status.
It will be 1 for all subjects at the beginning of the study and only turn 0 after a subject dies.
Estimation of the prediction error is easy for complete data, but in the presence of censoring the survival status at time point s cannot be observed for all individuals. Graf et al. (1999) suggested an estimator for the case of random censoring, which was extended to independent censoring conditional on the covariate by Gerds and Schumacher (2006) : Let (T 1 , Z 1 ), . . . , (T n , Z n ) denote n independent copies of (T, Z). We assume that we have an externally created prediction π that is validated in the dataset (T 1 , Z 1 ), . . . , (T n , Z n ).
(Otherwise, we need to require of a sample dependent π n that it will converge for large n to a limit π, see Gerds and Schumacher, 2006) . With right censoring, the event time T i is not observable for every patient i. Let U ∈ R + be the time to censoring and (U 1 , . . . , U n ) n independent copies of U .T i = min(T i , U i ) is called the observation time with ∆ i = 1{T i ≤ U i } the censoring indicator, ∆ i = 0 indicating thatT is a censoring time. We assume that the censoring time U is stochastically independent of the event time T given covariate vector Z, and that (U 1 , . . . , U n ) are identically distributed with G(s|z) = P(U > s|Z = z) the conditional survival function of the censoring variable.
The information observable for patient i therefore consists of (T i , ∆ i , Z i ).
With these assumptions and with τ a point in time with G(τ |z) > 0, a uniformly strong consistent estimator for the prediction error is given for all times s ≤ τ (Gerds and Schumacher, 2006) by
and
whereĜ n is a consistent estimate of G in the following sense: Weighting schemes like this are generally called 'inverse probability of censoring weighting' (IPCW). General inverse probability weighting was already introduced in the early 1950 (Horvitz and Thompson, 1952) in the area of sample selection. This idea was transfered to parameter estimation in semiparametric models with missing data at random by Robins et al. (1994) who suggested to use inverse weighting of complete cases. The intuitive reasoning behind it is as follows: Let p(Z) be the probability of an individual with covariate vector Z to have complete data (complete data refers in this situation to complete observation of a response vector, while Z is assumed to be always observable).
Any individual with complete data and covariate Z can therefore be thought of to repre- Missing values are a form of data coarsening, and Heitjan and Rubin (1991) developed a general theory for coarsened data that includes censored as well as missing data.
Applied to our data situation, we have complete data consisting of (T i , Z i ), i = 1, . . . , n, and coarsened (censored) data consisting of the data vector (T , Z i ), where 'Complete cases' refers in our case to all patients with an identifiable event status at the time point s. In our notation, these are all patients with an observed event up to s (i.e.
T i ≤ U i , T i ≤ s, which is the same asT i ≤ s, ∆ i = 1) and all patients still at risk at
We separate the time axis at s and see that the probability of a complete case given an event up to s and covariate vector z i is thus P(
) (using the factorization of conditional expectations). The probability of a complete case given an event after s and covariate Let X t ∈ {0, 1, 2} denote the state a patient is in at time t. Every patient is in state 0 at the begin of the study (P(X 0 = 0) = 1). At the random time T := inf {t ≥ 0 : X t = 0}, a patient may experience an event of type 1 (X T = 1) or 2 (X T = 2). The event time T is thus the waiting time in the initial state 0.
With the cumulative incidence function (CIF) of type 1 we denote the probability subdistribution P(T ≤ t, X T = 1) (it is a subdistribution function because it does not converge to 1 as t goes to infinity, but to P(X T = 1), the expected proportion of type 1 events). However, the CIFs for all possible causes in a competing risk model will always add up to the distribution function of T .
We can adapt the prediction error measure in two intuitively plausible ways. The first utilizes the concept of improper event times e.g. mentioned by Gray (1988) which allows for straightforward application of the prediction error for only one endpoint. The second approach changes the quadratic loss function to one tailored to several possible event types.
The idea of introducing improper event times is to recast the competing risks situation into a standard survival setting. We define the improper event time
∞ X T =1 . T * thus has a distribution function equal to the CIF of type 1 for t < ∞ and a point mass in t = ∞ which represents all events of other types. We note that in a standard survival setting it is usually not required for event times to have finite values only. The prediction error in the presence of competing risks is then
where π(s|Z) is the predicted CIF of type 1.
If we want to adapt the quadratic loss function, we need to decide upon which event status (and accordingly which predicted probability) to use. An obvious choice is the event status of experiencing an event of type 1, I(T ≤ s, X T = 1), and its predicted probability P(T ≤ s, X T = 1), which is the predicted CIF. The prediction error defined earlier then changes to
As with the prediction error for survival data, we use the expected squared difference between observed and model predicted values.
Looking closer at our two approaches, we observe that they in fact result in the same measure P E CR .
We also note that the usual variance-bias decomposition of the Brier score holds. In fact, one can decompose (5) into
The first part (variance) describes the inherent variability of the survival status process, also called 'inseparability'. The second part (bias) measures the calibration or precision of the prediction with respect to the true probability. With this decomposition, one easily sees that even for a perfect prediction (i.e. π = P), the prediction error will not be zero, but will reach its minimum level of E P(T ≤ s,
If the prognostic model is misspecified such that π(s|Z) is no consistent estimate of the CIF, the prediction error will include the additional term E P(T ≤ s,
Consistent Estimation
The introduction of improper event times allows straightforward application of the prediction error for only one endpoint. Using the notation of section 2 and again assuming independent censoring conditional on covariates, we define with Θ i the minimum of the improper event time T * i and the censoring time
cator whether the observed minimum is an event of type 1 or a censoring time.Ĝ θ n (s|z i ) is an estimate of the conditional censoring survival function G(s|z i ) that is calculated on the improper event time data set. Then, we can employ the estimator P E(s) of section 2 with loss [I(t * i > s) − (1 − π(s|z i ))] 2 and weight w(s; θ i ; δ θ i ;Ĝ θ n ; z i ).
Although this approach is quite elegant, it is unpractical in one vital aspect. To be able to calculate P E(s), one needs to observe Θ i for all individuals. This is only the case if we are in a situation of progressive Type I censoring -i.e. the potential censoring time is known for each individual (e.g. administrative censoring). However, for a random censoring mechanism, Θ i = min(T * i , U i ) remains unobserved for those patients experiencing event type 2, and the estimator cannot be used straightforwardly. Ruan and Gray (2008) propose multiple imputation methods to recover such missing potential censoring times.
They are imputed by drawing at random from the estimated censoring survival function, and this is repeated several times. The analysis can then take place and the resulting estimator is the pooled estimator of all imputation analyses.
We propose another approach to handle censored data that does not require multiple imputation. The idea behind it is again to reweight the simple plug-in estimator for (4) with weights to account for the unobservable data. With τ andĜ n as before, a uniformly strong consistent estimator for the prediction error in the presence of competing risks is given ∀s ≤ τ by
For a proof see the appendix, where the case of sample dependent predictions π n is also treated.
We observe that the same weighting scheme as in (3) applies: complete cases are those with an event (of any kind) before s and those with an event after s. For complete cases, the event status I(t * i > s) based on uncensored data is observable.
This estimator can be written both in terms of improper event times (7) or adapted loss function:
This is true since for complete cases the event status in (7) and (9) is observable and identical. In an unpublished technical report, Rosthøj and Keiding (2003) suggested a similar estimator for the case of randomly censored data without any covariate depen-dency.
Looking at representation (7) of the estimator, we see that the general approach taken (and the weighting scheme used) is identical to the approach and weighting scheme used by Fine and Gray in their article proposing Cox regression on improper event times (Fine and Gray, 1999) . Their suggestion was to apply the standard estimation procedure on improper event times and to reweight complete cases to account for the unobservable data. They used the same weighting scheme to do this.
Having understood this analogy, we see that estimator (7) is in fact a correction of estimator P E(s) used on improper event times. With weights w(s;t i ; δ i ;Ĝ n ; z i ) instead of w(s; θ i ; δ θ i ;Ĝ θ n ; z i ), information of the original, 'not-improperized' data is used that enables estimation even in the case of independent censoring.
5 Simulation study
Design
One purpose of the following simulation study is to evaluate the performance of the proposed estimator P E CR (s) in small sample size situations, with differing ratios of 'events of type 1' to 'other events' and changing influences of a binary covariate on the other events. We impose different censoring levels on the simulated data and investigate the deviation of the estimator from the true prediction error under these restrictions.
We follow a multi state model as depicted in Fig. 1 and assume a binary covariate Z ∈ {0, 1} with P(Z = 0) = 0.5. Data are simulated assuming exponentially distributed event times with cause-specific proportional hazards:
with α 1 and α 2 denoting the cause-specific hazards of event type 1 and 2 respectively. As described in Beyersmann et al. (2009) , we first simulate survival times T with all-cause hazards α 1 (t|Z) + α 2 (t|Z). The event type is then decided by a binomial experiment, which decides with probability α 1 (t|Z i )/(α 1 (t|Z i ) + α 2 (t|Z i )) on event type 1. Additionally, we generate exponentially distributed censoring times with censoring hazard
In all scenarios, we assume a negative effect of the covariate on event 1 (β 1 = 1) and a baseline hazard λ 2 = 0.1 of the cause-specific hazard α 2 . The effect of the covariate on event 2 is assumed to be either protective (β 2 = −0.5) or nonexistent (β 2 = 0).
Finally, to allow three different ratios of 'events of type 1' to 'other events' (80/20, 50/50 and 20/80) we adjust the baseline hazard λ 1 accordingly. We set β c = 1 to arrive at conditionally independent censoring and control its level with λ c .
To study convergence issues in small sample situations, we use perfect predicted probabilities π(s|Z). We assume perfect knowledge of the respective true conditional (given Z) cumulative incidence functions, which are approximated on the basis of 20,000 uncensored observations using the Aalen Johansen estimators. Each patient of the simulated data set is then assigned a predicted CIF according to his/her simulated covariate value.
Note that we do not derive the predicted probabilities in the same (small) sample where evaluation of the predictive performance takes place. By using an external, sample independent prediction, we remove sample-based variability in the prediction and can so be sure that the remaining variation of the estimator of the prediction error around the true prediction error is caused by the prediction error estimation procedure alone and not by the prediction.
To study the impact of misspecification, we derive predicted probabilities with the proportional hazards model for the subdistribution of a competing risk (the cumulative incidence function) (Fine and Gray, 1999) . The estimated subdistribution hazard can be interpreted as a hazard for the improper event time variable T * . Since our simulated data follows cause-specific proportional hazards, the assumption of proportional subdistribution hazards is necessarily wrong and the predicted probability thus misspecified. Again, proportional hazard based predictions are approximated on the basis of 20,000 uncensored observations.
Finally, we compare the performance of estimator P E CR (s) with P E(s) (using improper event times) in selected scenarios. We are able to do so in our simulated data, since we know the potential censoring times U i for all individuals with event of type 2. We can therefore give evidence of the performance of estimator P E ( s) in certain censoring situations.
Estimators P E CR (s) and P E(s) were computed with estimatesĜ n andĜ θ n of the censoring survival function which were derived in the sample by using a Cox model. (As mentioned,Ĝ θ n was estimated with sample data converted to improper event times).
Every scenario was run N = 500 times for sample sizes n = 50, 80 and 200. All computations were carried out with the statistical software R.
Results
We present six selected scenarios to illustrate our main findings of the simulation study.
These are numbered A-F and described in Table 1 . Scenario A is taken as main scenario. Each of the following scenarios B-E vary exactly one influencing factor to A while keeping everything else fixed. This allows to study the effect of a change in precisely this factor.
Scenario F varies all factors simultaneously to see the added impact. Prediction error curves for these scenarios can be seen in Fig. 2 . Each point of the curve represents a specific prediction error estimate for the corresponding time point.
We observe on scenarios A to E that the estimator is approximatively unbiased. Increasing the level of censoring obviously increases the width of the 95% interval and reduces the support of the estimator (B). Variation in the effect of the covariate on event 2 seems to influence the niveau of the curve but not its variation (C). Decreasing the sample size (D) also increases the variation of the prediction error curve. This is even more pronounced as in (B) since the mean number of events of type 1 in (B), which is a sort of effective sample size, still remains at 48 while in (D) it decreases to 18. The event ratio, having an impact on both the shape of the prediction error curve and its variation, can be seen in (E). Finally, (F) illustrates the added impact of all changes. This is the only scenario where a slight bias can be observed. However, note that in this scenario there are on average only 4.5 events of type 1, and at time point s = 3 only 2 events of type Figure 2 : Prediction error estimator P E CR (s) in selected scenarios with perfect prediction π (N=500 datasets). Black curves: true prediction error, dashed curves: mean prediction error, dotted grey curves: 2.5%, 25%, 75%, 97.5% quantiles. Vertical grey bars with annotation: percentage of remaining observable events of type 1. Graphs are plotted up to the mean 80%-quantile of the censored data.
A: 1 are remaining. We conclude that prediction error estimates are approximatively unbiased and centered around the mean even for small sample sizes (n = 50), but that the estimators will become less reliable if only a very small number of the events of interest is observed. These results were confirmed when studying heavy censoring (80%) (data not shown). Tables 2 to 4 , where true and mean integrated prediction errors together with the quantiles can be found. Again, we observe that in all sample sizes, the mean integrated prediction error is close to the true predic- tion error, while the 95% interval shrinks with increasing sample sizes and decreasing censoring level. Also, the 95% interval is narrower (in relative terms) for the 80/20 event ratio as compared to the other event ratios, keeping everything else fix. This is easily explained with the larger number of events of interest.
An overview of examined scenarios is presented in
We note a difference in absolute true prediction error values. This is due to the different shape of the prediction error curve for different event ratios, which we illustrate in Fig.   3 . We see that the prediction error curves for ratios 20/80 and 50/50 behave similarly:
they increase steadily and then remain on a plateau. More similarities to a classic survival prediction error curve are seen for event ratio 80/20, which peaks and then levels out. However, the prediction error does not return to zero as in the survival case.
The general behaviour is easily explained looking at the variance bias decomposition described earlier: For a perfect prediction, the prediction error curve in time s will be E P(T ≤ s, X T = 1|Z) 1 − P(T ≤ s, X T = 1|Z) . If we ignore covariates and let s increase in time, the limit of the prediction error will be P(X T = 1) 1 − P(X T = 1) with P(X T = 1) being the prevalence of events of type 1. In a normal survival setting, the limit of the prediction error would be 0. These shapes reflect the complexity of prediction in a competing risk setting. Even a perfect prediction will result in an inevitable prediction error. Most difficult is the situation where events are spread evenly between competing risks. Strong censoring is then more of a challenge than in a simple survival case.
The effect of misspecification was studied in a subset of scenarios with sample size n = 200, medium censoring (25%) and a random censoring mechanism, as this is an assumption of the proportional hazards model of a competing risk. Results can be found in Table 5 . It is seen that for cause-specific hazard ratios in a magnitude as in our simulated data example, the prediction error caused by a misspecified proportional hazards model does not differ markedly from the minimal possible prediction error obtained when a perfect prediction is made.
Finally, we present selected results of the same simulation study using the estimator P E(s) (cf. Table 6 ). We see in general that the estimator is comparable to the other estimator: it is unbiased and centered around the mean with similar width of the 95% intervals. However, as mentioned the estimator is only easily available in certain censor- ing situations. Then, however, standard survival methodology is available (Gerds and Schumacher, 2006) . Table 6 : True and estimated prediction error P E(s) (used on improper event time data) for time point t = 1.5 and perfect prediction π. True and Mean refers to the integrated prediction error up to time t respectively. Mean and upper and lower bounds of the 95% interval were calculated over all N = 500 simulations. 
Data example
We illustrate our approach on data from a prospective multi-centre cohort study, ONKO-KISS (Dettenkofer et al., 2005) . ONKO-KISS is part of the surveillance program of the German National Reference Centre for Surveillance of Nosocomial Infections (KISSGerman Hospital Infection Surveillance System; www.nrz-hygiene.de). We concentrate on 1616 patients with haematologic malignancies and who underwent peripheral blood stem-cell transplantation, which then enter a high-risk phase called neutropenia. Neutropenia is a medical condition characterized by a low count of white blood cells, which are the cells that primarily avert infections. For our analyses, we are interested in the occurrence of blood stream infection (BSI) during neutropenia. The rationale is that occurrence of BSI is a well known risk factor for subsequent death (Worth and Salvin, 2009; Bailey et al., 2003) . Occurrence of BSI during neutropenia may be precluded either by the end of neutropenia, alive and without prior BSI, or by death during neutropenia, without prior BSI. Therefore we are in a competing risks setting as described in infections (e.g., Afessa and Peters, 2006) . We are now interested to assess the predictive performance of this prognostic factor. metric Aalen-Johansen estimate of the CIF as prediction. If a prediction using covariates can reach no gain compared to this prediction, we deem the covariate as having no predictive potential. Also, we form predictions using the transplant type using either the stratified Aalen-Johansen estimate or the Fine and Gray proportional hazards model.
The model-based CIF estimates captured the plateaus well, but (due the proportional subdistribution hazards assumption) not the early crossing of the curves. Results can be viewed in Fig. 6 . We observe that the shape of the prediction error curves is as we expected from our simulation study: increasing steadily and then remaining on a plateau.
As all prediction error curves are virtually the same, we conclude that the covariate does not seem to have much predictive potential, although there is a visible difference in the estimated CIF as seen in Fig. 5 , see also for a detailed analysis.
Correspondingly, the misspecification of the model for the subdistribution hazard is seen to have no detrimental effect, similar to the simulation study.
An explanation for this behaviour has to consider several aspects. Firstly, we see in Fig. 5 that the pointwise confidence intervals of the Aalen Johansen overlap. Secondly, even if we had non-overlapping confidence intervals, the difference of the amount observed in Fig. 5 (which would be for s = 50 about 0.03) would be too small to show up in prediction error curves. Graf (2005) consider a simple population example where the five-year survival rate drops from 60% to 30% when a specific risk factor is present which is evenly spread in the population. She shows that the increase in explained variation with even such a drastic example amounts to only 9%, which translated in prediction error difference is 0.0225. This is an example of the fact that significance of a covariate is not the same as predictive power. Even and although the risk factor considered by Graf (2005) has an important impact on survival, it is of not much use for individual predictions. This has been generally noted by Henderson and Keiding (2005) who argue that 'human survival is so uncertain that even the best statistical analysis cannot provide single-number predictions of real use for individual patients'. The prediction error as neutral assessment measure supports this view. Even though allogeneic transplants have been found to be closely related to BSI (Afessa and Peters, 2006) , their predictive value seems to be low. Having said this, we want to point out that this is a rather extreme example with only one binary covariate. In a further investigation using a combination of risk factors (as were reported in Meyer et al., 2007) , we could see a slight predictive improvement of this prediction model over the covariate free prediction (data not shown).
However, the fact remains that it is difficult to outperform the covariate free prediction and that even the best prediction model cannot eliminate all prediction error -the variance part will remain (see section 3).
Note that we did not correct the prediction error for overoptimism, which may be suspected since we use a sample based prediction. However, Gerds and Schumacher (2007) showed that in a standard regression setting with a limited number of covariates the apparent error is almost identical to the prediction error.
Discussion
In recent methodological research, prediction from transition hazards models has been prominently studied for competing risks. Methodology to assess the accuracy of these models has been discussed e.g. by Saha and Heagerty (2010) , Wolbers et al. (2009) and Gail and Pfeiffer (2005) . We have taken up one proposal by Gail and Pfeiffer (2005) and presented prediction error measures and corresponding estimators for use in competing risk situations.
In our simulation study, we could show that both of our estimators are unbiased and centered around the mean even for small sample sizes (n = 50). Care is to be taken for small sample sizes combined with low number of events of interest and strong censoring.
If the observed number of events of interest is too small, the estimators will become less reliable. This, however, is a well known phenomenon in the context of competing risks, which, e.g., also leads to requiring increased sample sizes when a competing risk study is being planned (Schulgen et al., 2005; .
We see in the simulation study that the absolute level of the prediction error strongly depends on the event ratio (ratio of no. of events of interest to others) and that the examined event ratio 80/20 is most closely related to the normal survival case, which is also mirrored by the shape of the prediction error curve.
Also, we showed how the prediction error could be used as a tool for the evaluation of misspecification. We showed that in our simulated data, even using a misspecified prediction model can lead to good prediction performance. This is comforting since prognostic time to event models with competing risks often are prone to misspecification, as pointed out in the introduction. However, further sensitivity analyses should be done to get an overview of the prediction error behaviour, when cause-specific hazards are more extreme.
Our real data analysis illustrated that prediction of a competing event outcome may be difficult, even if it is based on a well established risk factor, and that this is a general problem for individual predictions. Our data example is characterized by crossing cumulative incidence functions, which evolve during a similar time span. The curves reach different plateaus. The difference between the plateaus is relevant, but not dramatic.
These facts help to explain why prediction based on the Aalen-Johansen estimator of the pooled sample is not worse in terms of prediction than the respective nonparametric estimates computed within transplant groups. Prediction based on a proportional subdistribution hazards model, which is misspecified as a consequence of the crossing cumulative incidence functions, does perform as well as the other two approaches, i.e. misspecification seems to be less problematic, given the general difficulty of prediction in this application. The latter finding is of some interest in its own right, since Cox modelling of the subdistribution hazard has evolved into a major technique in the field of bone marrow and stem cell transplantation (e.g. Scrucca et al., 2010) .
We have presented two estimators: the first one needs known potential censoring times, as in progressive type I censoring. This could e.g. be circumvented with multiple imputation procedures, but that might add extra variation into the prediction error results.
We deem this quite unnecessary looking at the good performance of the second proposed estimator, which is a correction of the first one with modified weighting scheme and is universally applicable when the assumption of conditionally independent censoring is met. Therefore we recommend this estimator for general use in competing risks situations.
Finally, we want to point out that the estimator presented here can be adapted to han-dle predictions using time dependent covariates. The task of creating such dynamic predictions is not trivial and has been discussed for competing risk data in Cortese and Andersen (2010) , who presented some strategies for dealing with prediction problems.
A corresponding adaptation of our estimator is suggested in Schoop (2008, chapter 5) using the methodology presented in Schoop et al. (2008) . Acknowledgment
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A Appendix
The proof uses representation (9) of the estimator and the fact that for complete cases the event status is observable and equal to I(T i ≤ s,X T,i = 1), whereX T,i = ∆ i ·X T,i denotes the observed failure cause (0 ifT i is a censoring time). Also, we consider stochastic prediction rules π n , i.e. π n is dependent on the sample (e.g. if the prediction rule is derived in the same dataset than the prediction error is later calculated). (1) dPT ,X T ,Z (t,x T , z) = [G(t − |z)dP T,X T ,Z (t,x T , z)]
This is white space [P(T >t|Z = z)dP U |Z (t|z)dP Z (z)] I(x T =0)
(2) I(t > s)dPT ,X T ,Z (t, x T , z) = I(t > s)G(s|z)dP T,X T ,Z (t, x T , z)
Proof. Similar to Bickel et al. (1993) Proof. Let PT n denote the empirical distribution of the observed random sampleT 1 , . . . ,T n .
Similarly, let PT ,X T ,Z denote the empirical distribution of (T i ,X T,i , Z i ). As shortcut notation, we use w n to denote w(s;t i ;x T,i ;Ĝ n ) and w for w(s;t;x T ; G), π n for π n (s|z) and π for π(s|z). = G + H and convergence of G and H is analogous to E and F .
